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Abstracts

Each abstracted article is awarded 0–5 stars for each of four qualities:

(1) depth of research

(2) value in practice

(3) originality of thinking

(4) readability for non-specialists.

Normally, no abstract is included for any article awarded less than seven

stars overall (there is one exception this quarter).

Proactive or reactive marketing? The influence of the Internet on
direct marketing, Paper 3
A. Tapp

PREDICTIVE. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 238

(10pp)

Examines the impact of the Internet, first on consumer behaviour and

second on business practice. Quotes Bill Gates, The Economist and Alan

Mitchell on the shift in market power from merchant to consumer. Looks

at the start of the rise of infomediaries as consumers’ agents, but indicates

that there are hurdles to be jumped here, in terms of trust and possible

high costs. Considers the trade-off between reach and richness in

information flow, and opines that new technology may allow for greater

richness at less cost, thus allowing increased reach. Notes the changing

role of sales forces, now becoming service agents. Doubts the future of

customer loyalty, and suggests retailers should concentrate on providing

enhanced value from customer data rather than trying to build

relationships. Questions the concept of ‘managing’ customers. Advocates

a mixture of reactive and proactive marketing, instancing Amazon.

Considers the coming of interactive marketing — but points out that in

many cases this merely mirrors in the virtual world familiar situations

from the real world. Doubts the value of storing non-transaction

interaction data.

After an exciting first paper, and a disappointing second one (abstracted

in our last two issues) this one puts together, and comments intelligently

on, some interesting ideas, without quite achieving independent lift-off.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 4201

Gender effects on Internet, catalogue and store shopping
P. Alreck and R. B. Settle

ANALYTICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 150

(13pp)

Disputes the alleged accepted wisdom that male and female roles have, in

recent decades, changed very substantially. Considers male/female

Internet, agents,
infomediaries, loyalty
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differences in shopping attitudes and styles in this context, and with

reference to store, catalogue and Internet shopping. Describes a US

survey of 600 respondents relating to 24 product categories and using 24

attitudinal statements about shopping and 24 adjectives describing

browsing/shopping in each environment. Finds that women have a much

more positive attitude to shopping than men in relation to store shopping

and also catalogue shopping (a little less markedly), but that little

difference exists in Internet shopping. Also women are more likely to

adopt a style of shopping that will optimise value for money, whereas

men tend to adopt a style to save time. Suggests some conclusions for

each type of retailer, but in general concludes that retailers would be best

served by considering and accommodating gender differences in shopping

methods.

Nothing very unexpected. See also a 1999 article by Nairn and Evans in

New Marketing Directions, Vol. 1, No. 5 on gender differences in

treatment of direct mail.

Research: *** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 4202

Is this lights-out for the Internet?
R. Wray

JOURNALISTIC. The Guardian (UK), Online Section, 11 July 2002, p. 2

(3pp)

Notes turmoil in the global communications industry, with references to

key Internet players WorldCom and KPNQwest, both facing possible

extinction. Queries what this means for Internet traffic. Notes the

reassuring interest of the American government. Explains the structure of

the Internet, and its dynamic routing capability. Claims a huge capacity

glut in the system (only 10 per cent of Europe’s optical fibre network is in

use). Notes the shady practice of ‘hollow swaps’ of capacity between

comms companies, now being ended by regulators, and claims that

rationalisation should result in a stronger industry. Asserts that biggest

problem is not overall capacity (‘don’t panic’), but peaking at particular

points: instances the publication of the Starr report on Clinton/Lewinsky,

and the recent solar eclipse.

The sub-editor who chose the drama-packed title should be fired.

However, a well-reasoned account of the adaptability of the Web, despite

the excesses of some players. A neat final conjunction of the ridiculous

and the sublime.

Research: ** Practice: * Originality: ** Readability: ****
Ref: 4203

Internet, gender,
shopping

Internet, routing
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The Internet: Out of the ashes
M. Kubin

SURVEY. Admap (UK), May 2002, p. 29 (3pp)

Claims that the so-called dot.com crash was really the dot.com ad crash:

notes the decline of average click-through rates (CTRs) from some 5 per

cent to less than 1 per cent. Holds that this concentration on CTRs

ignored effects of brand recognition. Shows diagrams for the rate of new

US brands coming to the Web, weekly sales trends, distribution of ad

spend by business category and growth of US online users. Holds that the

Web will inevitably return to being an audience-based ad medium, with

the direct response component (CTRs) being only part of the measured

effect of advertising — as in other media.

An interesting retrospective look at the Web over two roller-coaster years.

Not so sure about the predictions, though.

Research: *** Practice: * Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 4204

Web marketing shows a measure of its value
S. Payton

JOURNALISTIC. Net Profit (UK), No. 56, p. 12 (2pp)

Notes the fall from favour of banner advertising on the Web, and the

growing view that click-through rates are almost meaningless. Lists three

weapons of online advertising: banners, branded websites and e-mail.

Claims that to measure the success of a banner requires three criteria: the

direct sales effect (via click-through) the indirect sales effect (which can

be measured through the use of cookies) and the effect on brand

awareness, which is much harder to measure. Considers some real-life

cases. Looks at costs of, and response rates to, e-mail campaigns. Notes

the difficulty of tracking text-only e-mails as distinct from those in

HTML. Quotes particular cases of e-mail success.

An article worthy of longer development. However, the silly comparisons

of e-mail and direct mail response rates are irritating, and indicate the

continuing naı̈veté of too many Web enthusiasts.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 4205

Breed better banners: Design automation through online interaction
R. Gatarski

EXPERIMENTAL. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 16, No. 1,

p. 2 (12pp)

Describes a real-life experiment in the dynamic design of Web banner ads

for the purpose of maximising click-through rates (CTRs). Hypothesises

that the use of a genetic algorithm can take a randomly designed banner

ad and, learning from the CTRs achieved by that banner, mutate it

through a series of ‘generations’ with improving results which, over time,

Internet, Web
advertising, CTR

Web advertising,
CTR

Web marketing,
banners, genetic
algorithm, CTR
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will surpass those of a standard or a non-mutating approach. Describes

the methodology of Gas, the initial encoding of banner components for

random assembly and the working principles of the algorithm used.

Indicates that each time the live site received a request to submit a banner,

one of three was submitted — either a standard banner, designed to

replicate the site’s norm, or one of 20 randomly assembled non-mutating

banners, or one of initially the same 20 banners, designed to mutate.

Records that the standard banner achieved, over 23 days, a stable average

CTR of 0.68 per cent; the non-mutating banners an average of 1 per cent;

the mutating banners an average starting at 0.95 per cent and rising, by

generation 16, to 1.66 per cent. Discusses fine tuning of the algorithm, its

effect on banner burn-out, its limitations (eg designed for mass

advertising, not customisation) and possible extensions.

Banner ads have not been the flavour of the month recently. This is a

fascinating glimpse of a technology that could well resuscitate an

intensive-care patient.

Research: ***** Practice: **** Originality: ****
Readability: ****
Ref: 4206

The implications of e-commerce for strategy: UK case studies
T. Hughes and M. Stone

SURVEY. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 6, No. 4,

p. 379 (12pp)

Notes the potential impact of e-business on the financial services industry

in particular: Internet banking cost-income ratio is 15 per cent; telephone

35–40 per cent; branch 55–60 per cent. Describes choice of four financial

institutions (one national retail bank, one Internet bank, one life insurance

company and one international insurance company) and method of in-

depth interviews with 30 senior employees. Notes the ‘reluctant

approach’ of the life insurance company, with a basic website but no clear

focus of responsibility for driving e-business; the integrated approach of

the national retail bank, now a major Internet player, driven by its CEO;

the lack of strategic consensus in the international insurance company;

and the novel, non-hierarchic structure of the Internet bank. Emphasises

the role of strong senior management in these matters. Claims that market

orientation and a customer focus may even be detrimental to innovation.

Discusses the resource-based view of how corporate strategies are used.

Considers the pros and cons of an integrated or stand-alone approach to

an Internet enterprise; concludes there is no one-size-fits-all answer.

Financial houses are at the forefront of the electronic marketing

revolution; lessons from their experiences have much wider application.

Research: *** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 4207

E-commerce,
banking, finance
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Customer service on the Web: A cross-industry investigation
R. Lennon and J. Harris

ACADEMIC. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 4, p. 325 (14pp)

Surmises that good customer service is increasingly rare, and customers

increasingly discontented. Notes the existence of 300 ‘anti-company’

websites listed on Yahoo! Sets out to consider how degree of customer

orientation and/or varying company size or length of experience affects

the level of customer service available on websites. Considers travel and

retail to be customer-oriented, and manufacture and technology

companies to be less so. Describes the selection of 103 sample sites and

the criteria examined: channels available; collection of personal

information; security statements; level of service involving six aspects.

Presents findings, including such items as propensity to offer a variety of

communication channels (a freephone number, an e-mail address and a

postal address) to give access to a live person, etc. Indicates that 58 per

cent did not provide a security statement, even though 43 per cent of these

accepted credit card payments. Concludes that there is plenty of scope for

companies to differentiate themselves by providing superior service on

the Web.

The findings are, on the whole, unsurprising, but there are some

interesting nuggets. The statistical apparatus used to present the results is

over the top.

Research: *** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: *
Ref: 4208

Banks, customer relationship management and barriers to the
segment of one
S. Dibb

OVERVIEW. Journal of Financial Services Marketing (UK), Vol. 6, No. 1,

p. 10 (14pp)

Holds that recent data management improvements allow marketers to

record and respond to individual customer needs and wants. Quotes

Peppers and Rogers on the need for a ‘mass customisation methodology’,

focusing on customer relationships and on share of customer rather than

market share. Claims that the banking sector is particularly adapted to the

type of data capture required for one to one. Looks at HSBC’s premium

global banking service directed at high-value personal customers who

travel frequently or work internationally. Looks at the experiences of

various financial services companies in progressing towards one-to-one

marketing, through the prism of Peppers and Rogers’ four steps to one to

one (identify, differentiate, interact, customise). Examples covered

include a building society converting to a high-street bank, First Direct,

President’s Choice Financial (Canada), Barclays (which comes out poorly

from an independent study of online banking) and Egg. Seeks at all stages

to identify barriers to one to one, particularly for companies coming from

a traditional background; claims that the key problems are the provision

Web, customer
service

CRM, one to one,
banks
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of suitable data systems/technology; availability of suitably skilled

personnel; organisational, operational and managerial flexibility; and

commitment by bank and customer to the development of long-term

relationships. In particular, the relationship must deliver tangible

customer benefits.

Correct in supposing banks have an inside track in developing

understanding of individual customers; correct in identification of

barriers; nothing useful to say on how to surmount these.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 4209

CRM systems: Necessary but not sufficient. REAP the benefits of
customer management
M. Starkey and N. Woodcock

SURVEY. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 267 (9pp)

Claims that there is a correlation between customer management (CM)

performance, as measured by QCi’s customer management assessment

tool (CMAT), and business performance; also that CM performance

seems to be declining. Gives table of CMAT measurements to support

this. Holds that CRM spending is still rising (having trebled in three

years), despite high failure rate. However, indicates a downturn,

particularly since 11 September, for CRM software vendors, and quotes

widespread suspicions that CRM systems do not produce measurable

benefits. Claims confusion between improving profitability (mostly by

cutting costs and reducing investment) and increasing shareholder value;

good CM does the latter. Looks for reasons why CM performance has not

improved, including short-term focus; failure to change employee

attitudes; search for dramatic rather than incremental change; too much

thinking and too little doing; departmental silos; inadequate education;

and belief in IT as a panacea. Quotes cases of four companies that have

benefited from CM investment, which has four planning facets: retention,

efficiency, acquisition and penetration (REAP).

All the usual suspects are here, as is the usual meaningless diagram.

However, the survey is interesting, and the difference between profitability

and shareholder value is well made.

Research: *** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 4210

Learning from experience: Making CRM a success at last
W. J. Reinartz and P. Chugh

SURVEY. International Journal of Customer Relationship Management

(UK), Vol. 4, No. 4, p. 315 (13pp)

Quotes two surveys that variously estimate CRM failure rates at 70–90

per cent and 41 per cent. Defines CRM as the process of shaping

company/customer interactions to maximise customer lifetime value and

CRM, CMAT,
customer
management

CRM
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customer satisfaction. Deploys a structured process for implementing a

CRM system, comprising top management commitment; setting

objectives; creating organisational support; creating customer-centric

business processes; providing infrastructure in the form of customer

knowledge, employee training and technology; change management; and

ensuring feedback and continuity of change as an iterative process.

Relates 24 interviews with 15 companies’senior personnel involved in

strategic CRM. Reports only one ‘outright failure’. Reports outcomes of

interviews in relation to each of the steps in the above structured process,

pointing up areas of difficulty. Concludes with generalised implications

drawn from these experiences.

I suppose it inevitable that this of all journals would give a rather more

favourable report of CRM in action than most observers. But the advice is

sound (if scarcely novel) for those able to follow it.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: —— Readability: ***
Ref: 4211

Addressing customer myopia: Strategic interactive marketing
planning in a volatile business environment
T. Kendrick and K. Fletcher

ANALYTICAL. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 207

(12pp)

Quotes an estimate that 60–80 per cent of CRM projects are deemed

unsuccessful; another that more than half such current projects will be

viewed as failures by 2006. Suggests one reason could be a drift away

from the clear thinking of strategic marketing planning. Defines customer

myopia as a short-sighted over-reliance on the existing customer base

rather than the whole market, thus ignoring opportunities from future

customers. Gives an example of a CRM-oriented dry-cleaning company,

and questions eight assumptions underlying this company’s stance. In

particular, questions the concept of loyalty which, when based on

behaviour, may be no more than a propensity not to change. Holds

nonetheless that CRM approaches are important, and suggests

circumstances in which retention is more important than acquisition.

Emphasises the need to align CRM and marketing planning approaches;

advocates strategic interactive marketing planning (SIMP). Indicates this

has two phases (Where’s the best business? How will the business win

it?), with four stages described for the first phase and five for the second.

A clear, incisive critique of over-enthusiasm for CRM, and a well-argued

case for a better-balanced approach, with definable practical

consequences.

Research: ** Practice: **** Originality: ***
Readability: *****
Ref: 4212

CRM, strategic
marketing planning
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Let’s make a deal!
N. Raphel

JOURNALISTIC. Direct Marketing (US), November 2001, p. 15 (3pp)

Refers to Brian Woolf’s Customer Specific Marketing and its follow-up

Loyalty Marketing — The Second Act. Claims that 62 per cent of a

supermarket’s new customers stop shopping there within a year, and only

1 per cent make it into the ‘best customer’ category. In a typical

supermarket the top 20 per cent of cardholders generated 54 per cent of

sales and 5 per cent of bounced cheques; the bottom 20 per cent

generated 1 per cent of sales and 29 per cent of bounced cheques: hence

coding of card customers. Quotes examples from Boots and Tesco.

Claims that only the top 12–25 per cent of customers are of real benefit to

a retailer; hence data on the remainder are superfluous. Quotes instances

of retailers charging a fee for their loyalty cards — eg Barnes & Noble,

Sofetil in France — which by definition will be paid only by the best

customers.

This article is a synopsis of Woolf’s second book, which itself sounds like

a worthwhile buy for anyone involved with loyalty cards ($29.95 + $4

p&p from US fax no. 609 347 2455).

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 4213

Marketing campaign systems — The secret to life-long customer
loyalty
R. Luxton

DIDACTIC. Journal of Database Marketing (UK), Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 248

(11pp)

Claims that marketers have more customer data available than ever

before, but that very little data are analysed so as to provide usable

information. Alleges a lack of a dynamic marketing strategy using

customer analysis to drive marketing campaigns, and that this situation is

exacerbated by today’s multimedia market-place. Insists on the need for

the right data, the right technology and the right processes. Recommends

use of campaign management tools with integrated analysis — ie

campaign management systems — operating across all channels and

customer touch-points. Claims that companies are awash with data on

product and channel performance, but lack a view of their customer base.

Insists on the need for pre-campaign customer analysis: marketing

campaign systems are not, as is often believed, mainly about mechanical

processes, but also about planning, including advanced customer

profiling, statistical predictive modelling, clustering and segmentation and

profitability analyses. Believes that these systems importantly bring

campaign management out of the IT department and under the control of

marketing. Gives a brief example from Britannic Assurance, and

concludes with summarised recommendations of a general kind.

Sound, but elementary, repetitious and long-winded: amazing that things

Loyalty cards, retail

Loyalty, campaign
management systems
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which were second nature to leading direct marketers 35 years ago are

still appearing as novel ideas, eg at Britannic Assurance.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: —— Readability: ***
Ref: 4214

Customer lifetime value research in marketing: A review and future
directions
D. Jain and S. S. Singh

RESEARCH REVIEW. Journal of Interactive Marketing (US), Vol. 16, No. 2,

p. 34 (13pp)

Claims that customer acquisition costs are higher on the Internet than in

the physical world, making the value of loyalty greater; that this, coupled

with the move from product-centricity to customer-centricity, brings the

customer life cycle on to centre stage. Asserts that CLV models are a

systematic way to evaluate a firm’s relationships with its customers.

Examines the threefold historical focus of CLV research to date: models

to calculate CLV for each individual customer; analysis of the segmented

customer base to predict future transaction values; and implications of

CLV for management decisions. Follows this division: in first category

describes a basic structural model, an optimal resource allocation model,

and a customer relationship (or Markov chain) model; in the second

category describes a Pareto/NBD model (also with extended application);

in the final group, composed of normative models, describes a customer

equity model and a dynamic pricing model. Discusses the limitations of

these approaches to date, and indicates areas for required research.

Strictly for statisticians, this is a clear summation of existing CLV

research at an academic level, and a useful exposé of problem areas.

Research: ****Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: **
Ref: 4215

Comment: Customer lifetime values — Credible or utterly
incredible?
T. Ambler

OPINION PIECE. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 3, p. 201 (2pp)

Holds that customer lifetime value (CLV) is an interesting idea and

intuitively attractive, but better on the drawing board than in practice.

Claims that the level of forecasting required to calculate individual CLVs

is unrealistic. Notes that practitioners use aggregate CLVs of segments,

but holds that this relies on continuance of market conditions: CLV has an

excessive dependency on the unknowable future. Believes a better

criterion for marketing expenditure is the effect on brand equity; the CLV

‘fad’ will pass.

A short tilt at a fashionable windmill. The criticism of CLVas a

calculation of an individual customer’s worth is justified, but a closer

Loyalty, CLV

CLV
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analysis of the various possible uses of CLV is required, and the advocacy

of brand equity is a personal hobby-horse.

Research: —— Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 4216

Valuing customer relationships: Using the capital asset pricing model
(CAPM) to incorporate relationship risk
G. Hopkinson and Choong Yu Lum

ACADEMIC. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 3, p. 220 (13pp)

Claims that a strategic focus on relationships requires a robust

methodology for valuing relationships. Aims to present a generic model

of customer valuation, using financial portfolio theory (and particularly

the capital asset pricing model — CAPM) as a means of dealing with

risk, ‘which is largely ignored in extant calculations of relationship

value’. Equates risk to volatility of return. Looks at example taken from

tour operator London Travel. Discusses calculation of net present value

and the use of a risk-adjusted discount rate. Looks at various alternative

approaches to risk calculation. Considers whether CAPM methods can be

applied to any commercial relationships, or only in particular contexts.

Concludes that scenarios featuring customer heterogeneity and demand

volatility are particularly suited to CAPM, but that it may be generally

applied (indicatively rather than prescriptively) to customer segments in

allocating resources. Concludes that there is a need for further

development of financial models in a relationship context.

Those who have sorted out all the antecedent problems of CRM — what it

is for, how to do it, etc — may find this a useful analysis of a second-order

problem. (An article on the very same topic by Lynette Ryals may be

found, coincidentally, in the Journal of Database Marketing, Vol. 9, No.

4.)

Research: *** Practice: ** Originality: *** Readability: **
Ref: 4217

Editorial
L. Ryals

SUMMARY. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for

Marketing (UK), Vol. 10, No. 3, p. 197 (4pp)

Introduces a special issue on customer profitability. Notes that customer

lifetime value (CLV) is a contentious issue. Notes the importance of

customer relationships to shareholder value, but complains that much

focus has been on customer, rather than shareholder, value. Blames

accounting systems’ reliance on product profitability, and inability to

allocate marketing costs. Holds that CLV is more valuable than (short-

term or single-period) customer profitability calculations. Advocates use

of CLV to drive CRM strategies; presents a CLV matrix plotting service

Relationship
valuation, CAPM,
risk assessment

CLV, CRM,
shareholder value
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costs against revenues. Claims CRM should concentrate on identifying

and retaining the most profitable customers, and that CLV is vital in this

enterprise.

Presents what is now an orthodox view on CLV, including the deplorable,

and probably unwise suggestion that it enables one to provide worse

service to supposedly less profitable customers.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: —— Readability: ***
Ref: 4218

Disruptive change: When trying harder is part of the problem
C. Gilbert and J. L. Bower

DISCURSIVE. Harvard Business Review (US), May 2002, p. 94 (7pp)

Looks at some of the problems of change management. Considers that the

arrival of significant market change can be seen by an organisation as a

threat or as an opportunity. In the former case overreaction may occur,

with too great resources being committed too quickly; in the latter case,

insufficient resources may be provided in the development phase.

Considers the failure of Kodak in digital photography, and R. R. Donnelly

in digital print. Notes that reacting to a threat can induce rigidity, making

necessary changes harder; framing a new development as an opportunity

may mean no one sees the need to change. Looks at the failure of the

(US) newspaper industry to respond adequately to the Internet. Advocates

meeting change by setting up an independent operation, which helps

untangle the contradictory imperatives of threat and opportunity.

Discusses levels, and methodologies, of linking the original enterprise

with the new start-up.

An interesting spotlight on some of the problems of senior corporate

management. The real-life examples are interesting, and lend

verisimilitude to an otherwise somewhat abstract argument.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 4219

Between the lines
M. May

CASE STUDY. Marketing Direct (UK), June 2002, p. 31 (2pp)

Looks at continuing price wars in the daily newspaper market and

concludes these have little beyond a short-term effect on circulation. Notes

a quite different approach from the Telegraph, which in 1996 launched a

direct marketing programme for a subscription and voucher scheme. (This

allows subscribers either to opt for delivery through a newsagent, or to use

vouchers—which are discounted for a limited period—which they can

redeem at any newsagent.) Notes that the initial mailer produced 25,000

subscribers (a 5 per cent response rate), a figure which has now grown to

316,000. Details the development in 1998 of a prospect database with

space for communication history. Claims that the emphasis has nowmoved

Change management

Newspapers, direct
mail
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from acquisition to retention; communication with subscribers has been by

mail and telephone, with e-mail about to be added.

A pity this is not a longerarticle. Hopefully theTelegraph,as a fully paid-up

memberof the industry, has now stopped printing articles about junk mail.

Research: ** Practice: *** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 4220

Interactive TV advertising: A worldwide perspective
I. Johnson

JOURNALISTIC. Admap (UK), June 2002, p. 36 (3pp)

Notes the wide variety of iTVad technologies, and consequent spread of

creative deliveries. Claims a narrowing of the gap between brand

development and transactions. Looks in turn at examples of four types of

iTVadvertising: banner ads and sponsorship, where, for example, the

viewer of a weather programme could enter his postcode to receive a local

forecast, and this enabled the advertiser (Toyota) to screen a list of local

dealers; event advertising, where an interactive function is added to ads

run in conjunction with an event such as the 2002 Winter Olympics; iTV

broadcast ads where viewers enter a pay-per-not-view (PPNV) system,

and make a donation to stop seeing the world’s worst scenes; and finally a

multiplatform iTV campaign using an iTV spot to drive viewers to a

microsite on Web TV, the Internet or AOLTV where a sweepstake

(advertised on PDA, WAP phones and CBS Sportsline banner ads) was

running for Volvo cars. Finally looks briefly at the problem of metrics.

An indication of the options available for the iTVadvertiser. Not enough

explanation of how each example is accessed and experienced by the viewer.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: **
Ref: 4221

The end of cash as we know it?
I. Szmigin

SURVEY. International Journal of Customer Relationship Management

(UK), Vol. 4, No. 4, p. 285 (6pp)

Notes that all of the current methods of paying for goods have advantages

and disadvantages — for customers, for suppliers and for banks. Traces

the development of the smart card since 1973, but notes its very limited

success to date. Refers in particular to Mondex, piloted in 1995, and Visa

Cash (1997). Notes that smart cards are a technology-driven product — a

solution looking for a problem — and, although superficially attractive,

difficult to operationalise. Points to need to determine target type of

cardholder and merchant, selection of applications and incentives. Should

smart cards be single or multiple use, rechargeable or disposable, allow

person-to-person transfer etc? Introduces the concept of relative

advantage, and illustrates by reference to ATMs. Notes implications for

the future: virtual cash will favour virtual banks.

iTV, advertising

Smart cards,
Mondex, Visa Cash
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The death of cash, like the death of the book, has been over-predicted for

too many years now — and for much the same reasons: the traditional

technology has had thousands of years to evolve, and the new has not. But

some day (not tomorrow) it will surely happen, and this is a sensible look

at the problems and opportunities.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 4222

Commercial value in short messaging
K. Pritchard

JOURNALISTIC. Net Profit (UK), No. 56, p. 16 (2pp)

A brief review of the uses of texting, or short message service (SMS), via

mobile telephones. Notes three categories of business use: marketing,

customer relationship management and business-to-employee

communication. Looks at each in turn. Notes sensitivities involved in

marketing use, and quotes the code of conduct developed by the Wireless

Marketing Association: promoter’s name must be clear in message;

permission must be gained in advance; opt-out facility must be available.

Suggests users in customer relationship management include airlines,

sports and betting. Quotes a case of a German financial house that saves

costs and increases speed by texting receipts rather than using the post.

Notes businesses that use SMS to communicate with service technicians

on site. Briefly discusses future developments, led by Nokia, especially an

end of the limitation to 160 characters.

A useful insight into the potential of this technology for marketing and CRM.

Research: * Practice: *** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 4223

Decision resource consultancy: A convergence of disciplines that aid
consumer marketing
L. F. Bailey

THEORETICAL. Journal of Consumer Behaviour (UK), Vol. 1, No. 4,

p. 400 (7pp)

Looks at the development of qualitative market research. Discriminates

between three different methodologies (and suppliers) by which this is

conducted: process-based, as practised by academic researchers using

empirical methods of sequential data collection, analysis and

interpretation; skills-based, as practised by research agencies and

described as a modified clinical method, derived from clinical practice in

counselling and psychotherapy, where data collection and analysis/

interpretation are an integrated process; and knowledge-based, as

practised by management consultants and described as the executive

method, where analysis/interpretation is held to precede data collection.

Claims that these three methods have developed in isolation from each

other; quotes Wendy Gordon: ‘the worlds of academia and business are

SMS, code of
conduct

Qualitative market
research,
consultancy
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. . . as far apart as two planets in different galaxies’. Suggests there is a

need for a team of meta-consultants, who can draw on all three forms of

resource and act as a research brokerage.

An interesting overview of qualitative market research methodology — the

odd down-to-earth example would have helped. But something to think

about for anyone commissioning this type of work.

Research: ** Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref 4224

The bottom-line impact of corporate brand investment: An analytical
perspective on the drivers of ROI of corporate brand
communications
J. R. Gregory

ANALYTICAL.Journal of Brand Management (UK),Vol. 8,No.6, p. 405 (12pp)

Hypothesises that corporate advertising impacts on corporate image; that

corporate image affects business results (sales, earnings and cash flow)

and stock market valuation; that these last two impact on shareholder

value; that these effects can be measured. Describes an annual survey of

8,000 business decision makers rating familiarity and favourability of 400

companies over four years, with a combination of these two factors to

form a measure of ‘CoreBrand Power’. Indicates a strong relationship

between CoreBrand Power and ad spend, and between changes in both

factors from year to year. Demonstrates a relationship between CoreBrand

Power and sales growth (but as a second-level factor). Shows a positive

relationship between CoreBrand Power and cash-flow multiples. Claims

that these quantified relationships permit the prediction of the results of

alternative communications spending plans. Concludes that on this basis,

of every ten companies surveyed, three were overspending on advertising,

and seven underspending.

A careful, well-constructed argument that impressed even this sceptical

reader. To be used, however, as an indicative tool rather than a precise

formula. Excellently clear diagrams.

Research: ****Practice: *** Originality: *** Readability: ****
Ref: 4225

Branding the nation — The historical context
W. Olins

OPINION PIECE. Journal of Brand Management (UK), Vol. 9, No. 4–5,

p. 241 (8pp)

Notes the ‘visceral antagonism’ that some people feel towards the notion

of branding a nation. Quotes a sample French academic. Examines the

modern history of France as a series of rebranding exercises. Claims that

France has also been uniquely responsible for the rebranding of many

other countries. Looks at nation rebranding in 19th-century Germany and

20th-century Turkey. Considers the position of a plethora of post-colonial

Corporate
advertising, ROI,
shareholder value

Branding
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new countries. Surmises that distaste for the concept of national branding

is based on a mixture of snobbery (among ‘so-called intellectuals’),

ignorance (by business people and academics) and semantics. Believes

that national branding, under whatever name, is fast increasing, and that

those who do not like it will have to get used to it.

This whole issue of Brand Management is devoted to the theme of nation

branding. This introductory piece is lively, literate and thought-provoking,

even if not totally convincing to this reader.

Research: —— Practice: ** Originality: *** Readability: ****
Ref: 4226

The century of the self
M. Howard

JOURNALISTIC. Brand Strategy (UK), May 2002, p. 30 (1p)

Refers to the unfavourable portrayal of marketing in the BBC TV

production The Century of the Self. Emphasises that the profession needs

to be less morally neutral and more self-challenging. Notes the decline of

public trust in business and brands since the 1980s. Holds that all brands

will need to become ‘citizens’ brands’, putting society at their heart; and

that marketers must ensure that brands reflect the transformations taking

place among customers.

This article is ‘based on’ a speech at the Marketing Society conference in

Edinburgh — a pity it did not include the whole speech.

Research: —— Practice: ** Originality: ** Readability: ***
Ref: 4227

Time to bin junk mail
L. Miles

JOURNALISTIC. Interact (UK), October 2001, p. 23 (3pp)

Excoriates the direct mail industry for still not having understood the

damage it does to itself by not using suppression files and other data

technology to avoid consumer backlash. Quotes one practitioner who

believes the DMA should be tougher with its members over this issue.

Gives some credit for the DMA’s launch of the National Suppression File.

Quotes John Bridgeman (former DGFT and now chairman of the DM

Authority). Reveals the level of complaints to the ASA about mailings

during 1999 and 2000, and indicates the greater powers now available to

the DM Authority to take out court injunctions both in the UK and

overseas. Suggests matters are improving, but still far from perfect. Ends

with a short piece on the still-unfinished story of the government’s new

provisions regarding the electoral register.

Latest pictures from the front in an old, old war.

Research: * Practice: ** Originality: * Readability: ***
Ref: 4228
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